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The Collector No. 3

The Kinetico Collector Issue No. 3 is
a long overdue update for owners
and lovers of Gordon Bradt’s
sculptures and clocks.
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Bradt Biography

Gordon Bradt was born 5/2/1924.
He just celebrated his 88th birthday!

Grandfather Clock

2012 begins a new era at Kinetico
Studios, with Gordon’s daughter,
Terri Bradt and her husband Terry
Clark engineering a new Eight Man
Grandfather Clock by Gordon Bradt.
This clock is made from the base
metals of brass and copper, and
features a pendulum instead of the
climbing man. Contact Terri for
pricing and availability.

You Tube Videos

Kinetico Studios has uploaded 12
videos of our kinetic clock sculptures
to YouTube. To find our channel,
search for our user name,
“kineticostudios” on YouTube. In the
process you will find hundreds of
other user’s videos of our sculptures.
So, enjoy the new technology!

Patent Poster

Research into our updated website
provides a look at Gordon’s family life
and career, including how he formed
Kinetico Studios. But his family is
very proud of his World War II
experience and his 2000 pages of
letters home that are scanned and
archived
with
other
Kinetico
documents and photos at our
studios on Kinetico Mountain. These
letters reveal intimate details of one
young man’s engineering background
in the Army, and his participation in
the Battle of the Bulge, where he
earned a purple heart and a bronze
star. A drawing he made entitled
“My Ambition” shows what he really
wanted to do in the Army!

Gordon Bradt created this poster
featuring his many patents earned
for designing camera mechanisms at
Bell & Howell and for his own
inventions since he started Kinetico
Studios. Contact Terri Bradt to
order this beautiful giclee print to
display with your Kinetico clock.
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